Thoracoscopic right $S^{9+10}$ segmentectomy
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Abstract: $S^{9+10}$ segmentectomy is a challenging operation, especially when done through a thoracoscopic approach, because of the highly variable distribution of arteries and veins and of the special shape of these segments that make identification and division of the intersegmental plane difficult. Preoperative modelisation of bronchovascular anatomy is crucial and the use of dye marking of the intersegmental plane—is helpful.
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$S^{9+10}$ segmentectomy can be applied to some cT1aN0 NSCLC or some metastases (Figure 1). It is recognized by most authors as one of the most difficult anatomical segmentectomy when done through a thoracoscopic approach (1-3). Reasons are of two different orders: (I) the highly variable distribution of arteries and veins of the basilar segments and (II) the pyramidal shape of these segments that make identification of the intersegmental plane difficult and its division even more problematic. Preoperative modelisation of bronchovascular anatomy is crucial (4) and the use of intraoperative dye marking or fluorescence is not only helpful but almost compulsory (5).

The most difficult part of the procedure is determining the adequate plane between $S^{9+10}$ and $S^{7+8}$ and $S^{6}$. In our early experience, we were stapling the parenchyma from its diaphragmatic aspect to the apex and progressively skewing the direction to the rear in order to spare $S^{6}$. Eventually, we found safer to separate $S^{6}$ and $S^{9+10}$ by creating a tunnel and dividing the plane between $S^{9+10}$ and $S^{7+8}$ in a second stage (2). This maneuver is however not so easy and add some complexity to this procedure.

Anatomical landmarks

In 90% of the patients, the basilar arterial trunk branches in 2 arteries: $A^{7+8}$ and $A^{9+10}$ (Figure 2). All arteries to the lower lobe must be dissected on a sufficient length and clearly identified in order to avoid misidentification. Indeed, in 8% of the cases, there is a common trunk for $A^{8}$ and $A^{9}$ ($A^{8+9}$), with a separate $A^{10}$ (6). A rare (4% in frequency) but troublesome anatomical variation is the presence of an additional artery rising from $A^{10}$ or from the truncus intermedius, named $A^{*}$ by Nomori and Okada (6), which is accompanied by a $B^{*}$ bronchus for the so-called sub-superior $S^{*}$ posterior segment (Figure 3).

The basilar bronchial trunk usually separates in 2 branches: $B^{7+8}$ and $B^{9+10}$ that run posterior to the segmental arteries (Figure 4).

The classical distribution of the inferior pulmonary vein (IPV) into 3 main branches is actually found only in a minority of the patients (6). The inferior basal vein (IBV), which is the lower root of the IPV, does not always represent the venous drainage of segments 9 and 10 (Figure 5). One of its branches can drain $S^{6}$. It is advisable to control the vein inside the parenchyma, once the segmental bronchus has been divided.

General principles

In our department, anatomic sublobar resections (SLR) are performed for solitary metastases that are not resectable by mere wedge resection, for ground glass opacities, for cT1a primary NSCLC and for some cT1b tumors for patients who have undergone a previous major pulmonary resection.
and/or with compromised pulmonary function and/or with 2 synchronous or metachronous tumors.

For all complex SLR, and particularly for basilar segmentectomies, a preoperative modelisation is performed, using Visible Patient™ software. It allows for a dynamic navigation in the arteries, veins and bronchi, layer by layer, and calculates the volume of the segments to be resected and a safety margin can be visualized.

Our technique is based on a full thoracoscopic and fissure-based approach, whose principles have been described in details (7). In brief, we operate with a pure monitor display, a high-definition imaging system, a 10 mm deflectable endoscope hold on a robotized scope positioner, 3 to 4 ports without utility incision and a specifically designed instrumentation. Compared to the so-called anterior approach that comprises a dissection of the hilum with a fissure last division, our technique is based on an extensive dissection of the pulmonary artery (PA) branches in the fissure. The segmentectomy is completed with a radical hilar and mediastinal lymph node (LN) dissection, according to a previously reported technique (8) in NSCLC. In summary, stations 2, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10 on the right side and stations 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 on the left side are totally removed. All peribronchial (station 11) and interlobar and intersegmental
Figure 4: Preoperative 3D-modelisation of the segmental bronchi (common pattern).

Figure 5: Preoperative 3D-modelisation of the segmental veins. SBV, superior basal vein; IBV, inferior basal vein.

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the two-steps division of S⁶–S¹⁰ and S⁹–S⁴ segmental plane, after creating a tunnel between S⁹+¹⁰ and S⁶.

(stations 12 and 13) are cleared. Intersegmental LN and safety margins are examined by frozen section. The procedure is converted to a more extended segmentectomy or even lobectomy in case of invaded LN or insufficient safety margin (1).

As for all right-sided major pulmonary resections, the surgeons stand in the back of the patient (7). Four ports are used: one 12-mm in the mid-axillary line and the 6th intercostal space (ICS) for the deflectable endoscope that is hold on a scope positioner throughout the procedure, two 5-mm ports in the posterior-axillary line for the dissecting instruments and one oval-shape 18 mm × 25 mm in the anterior axillary line, in the 7th ICS.

Dissecting and controlling the arteries

The PA is approached in the middle portion of the major fissure as for a lower lobectomy. Its branches are dissected and A⁶ is identified. Once this artery has been exposed, the lower lobe is retracted upward and forward to expose the pulmonary ligament.

The pulmonary ligament is incised up to the lower vein using both diathermy and gentle traction on the lower lobe.

In our previous experience, we were stapling the intersegmental plane from the pulmonary ligament to the hilum, starting from the diaphragmatic side of S⁹ and S¹⁰ and skewing the staple line to the rear when reaching the inferior border of S⁶. We found this maneuver approximate and unsatisfactory and now apply a tunneling technique to separate S⁹ and S⁹+¹⁰, thus facilitating the exposure of arteries (Figure 6). When completed, this maneuver makes vascular dissection easier but it can be tedious, especially in patients with an emphysematous lung that hampers exposure. The procedure is done as follows (Figure 7): the inferior vein is cleared from the surrounding tissues, until the IBV, SBV and V⁶ are identified. A passage is created between V⁶ and the IBV (2), using an endo peanut, a blunt tip dissector or a combination of both (Figure 8). The surgeons move then back to the fissure where the bronchovascular elements of S⁶ have previously been dissected. V⁶ is identified in the
fissure. The tip of the dissector is then inserted below $V^6$ and gently pushed backward until it reaches the defect between $V^6$ and the IBV. A tunnel is thus created and a stapler can be introduced into this tunnel, so that $S^6$ can be pulled apart from $S^{9+10}$. Continuation of arterial dissection is thus greatly facilitated (Figure 9).

Dissection of arteries is pursued as low as possible and $A^{9+10}$ is identified and clipped or stapled depending on its diameter (Figure 10). All LNs located at the arterial division must be dissected, removed and sent for frozen section.

Dissecting and controlling the bronchi

$A^8$ is looped, so that it can be retracted forward or upward to expose the bronchi (Figure 10).

$B^{9+10}$ is exposed. It is carefully dissected to avoid any tear of the vein running behind it. It is then stapled after a reventilation test.

Dissecting and controlling the veins

Controlling the vein centrally is possible only when IBV, SBV and V6 can be identified and when preoperative modelisation shows that $S^9$ and $S^{10}$ are drained by the IBV. However, IBV can partly drain $S^8$ and it can be safer to divide only its lowermost tributary, i.e., $V^{10}$.

In most cases and, especially when the venous anatomy is unclear, it is preferable to control the vein within the parenchyma: the vein appears once the segmental bronchus has been divided and can be severed at this level (Figure 11).

Identifying and dividing the intersegmental plane

We use systemic injection of indocyanine green (ICG) at the dose of 0.2 mg/kg with near-infrared imaging
Intraparenchymatous control of the vein. Figure 11

Marking the intersegmental plane with indocyanine green (ICG) using a fluorescence imaging system. (A) Delineation between S⁸ and S⁹ (diaphragmatic side); (B) delineation between S⁸ and S⁹ (front side) with cautery spots. Figure 12

Marking the intersegmental plane with intrabronchial injection of methylene blue via Electromagnetic Navigation Bronchoscopy (diaphragmatic side). Figure 13

system (Novadaq™) (5). Cautery dots are applied on the demarcation lines, i.e., plan between S⁸ and S⁹ and on the diaphragmatic side plan between S⁸⁺₁₀ and S⁸ (Figure 12). This maneuver should be promptly done as the green coloration can vanish rapidly in some patients. The ICG injection can be renewed once. We recommend to start on the diaphragmatic side which is the most difficult to identify. Marking can also be done by intrabronchial injection of methylene blue. Some authors inject methylene blue directly through the bronchial stump with a needle (10) while others, as ourselves, inject the dye via Electromagnetic Navigation Bronchoscopy (ENB). However, identification is less accurate (Figure 13) and ENB procedure takes time (mean time: 40 minutes).

Although division of the intersegmental plane by cautery has been described, most authors use stapling to reduce the likelihood of air leakage and their inherent complications (11).

To prevent folding the parenchyma, stapling should be done thoroughly and step by step, starting from the diaphragmatic side and progressing in a cephalad direction (12). Stapling the ISP is tedious because, as described by Sato et al., stapling is not “linear” or “V-shaped” as for other segmentectomies but “3-dimensional” (13) because of the particular pyramidal shape of the basal segments. Therefore, if stapling is attempted with only a limited number of firing, it will fold the parenchyma. To prevent this, one should start from the diaphragmatic side, separating S⁸ from S⁹ and then S⁸ from S¹⁰, thus creating a “Mercedes-Benz mark” design (13). Once this step has been done, stapling is completed, starting from the converging point of the “Mercedes-Benz star” towards the fissure, following the cautery dots that have been applied during ICG marking (Figure 14). Figure 15 demonstrates the final aspect during reventilation.
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